New insights in the diagnosis of placenta accreta
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Abstract
In this case report we present a patient of 39 weeks pregnancy with a placenta accreta and discuss the new possibilities of diagnosis of placental masses with respect to the related literature. The aim of our review was to assess the available useful procedures in an attempt to contribute to the decreasing the morbidity of this condition.

Twenty-nine years-old gravida 2, para 0 was referred to our hospital at 38 weeks of gestation for planned delivery by cesarian section. She had a history of prior surgical pregnancy termination at 12 weeks of amenorrhea by dilation and curettage. The abnormal placentation was diagnosed during a routine sonographic examination at 22 weeks of gestation. 2D transvaginal ultrasound showed the total placenta praevia and the presence of multiple intraplacental lacunae. The placenta did not detach with gentle traction, so placenta accreta was suspected. Heavy bleeding hemorrhage from the placental site induced the decision to perform an emergency hysterectomy.

The prenatal diagnosis of placenta accreta before delivery allows multidisciplinary planning and minimize potential maternal or neonatal morbidity and mortality. Grayscale ultrasonography with the use of color Doppler is sufficient to diagnose placenta accreta. The knowledge of the ultrasound markers for placenta accreta is needed for both radiologist and obstetricians-gynecologist.
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Introduction

Placenta accreta is a major public health problem due to complications that have a direct impact on the most important reproductive health indicators: maternal morbidity and mortality, perinatal morbidity and mortality. The incidence of placenta accreta is around 3 per 1000 deliveries, with a considerable increase over the past years. In most studies, the reported morbidity rate in placenta accreta is 7-10%, but there are obstetrics units reporting a rate as high as 29% [1, 2]. Placenta accreta is one of the most common causes of postpartum hysterectomy, more than 50% of women with placenta accreta are transfused, 40% of them receive 10-12 units of freshly frozen plasma [3]. At present, there is little data that could serve as a solid foundation for optimal management of placenta accreta, accreta and percreta. Existing literature consists predominantly of clinical case-control reports or retrospective studies conducted in single hospitals or in a small number of third level medical institutions using medical records over a limited number of years. No randomized controlled trials were published. These studies have a number of limitations, including limited generality and a lack of serious statistics. In this case report we present a patient of 39 weeks pregnancy with a placenta accreta and discuss the new possibilities of diagnosis of placental masses with respect to the related literature. The aim of our review was to assess the available useful procedures in an attempt to contribute to the decreasing the morbidity of this condition.

Case Presentation

Twenty-nine years-old gravida 2, para 0 was referred to our hospital at 38 weeks of gestation for planned delivery by cesarian section. She had a history of prior surgical pregnancy termination at 12 weeks of amenorrhea by dilation and curettage.

The abnormal placentation was diagnosed during a routine sonographic examination at 22 weeks of gestation. Transvaginal gray-scale exam suggested the diagnosis of placenta previa. 2D transabdominal ultrasound showed the total placenta praevia and the presence of multiple intraplacental lacunae. The diagnosis of placenta accreta was not suspected at that time. The thickness of uterine wall was not measured, and no color Doppler examination was performed.

On admission, an abdominal ultrasound examination showed a viable fetus with appropriate biometrical parameters and normal amniotic fluid. On the scheduled day of delivery, a abdominal opening by Phannenstiel access was performed. After opening the abdominal wall, intra-abdominal inspection showed the presence of multiple large vessels at level of the lower uterine segment. An initial displacement of the bladder was performed and subsequently a transverse uterine incision was made above the lower uterine segment in order to avoid placental bed. A healthy neonate weighing 2980 g was delivered.

The placenta did not detach with gentle traction, so placenta accreta was suspected. As spontaneous placental extraction failed, the placentacal tissue was manually removed, and the placental site was inspected by instrumental review. Heavy bleeding hemorrhage from the placental site induced the decision to perform a hysterectomy. The uterine incision was quickly sutured closed using a single running layer with a large suture to decrease bleeding prior to starting the hysterectomy. The round ligament is identified, clamped divided, suture ligated, and suspended for traction. The broad ligament was opened its anterior leaf opened medially towards the bladder flap, which separates the bladder peritoneum from the lower segment of the uterus. The uteroovarian ligaments were clamped, and divided bilaterally. The uterine arteries isolated and ligated. The uterus was removed and the abdomen was closed using a regular technique. The total blood loss was 2000 ml. Intraoperative evaluation showed count revealed a hemoglobin of 72 g/ml. Intraoperative allogeneic red blood cells and free-frozen plasma were transfused. The patient was cared for in the intensive care for one day. The postoperative course was uneventful, and the patient was discharged on day 7 in good conditions. Histopathological examination confirmed placenta accreta.

Discussion

The optimal management of placenta accreta remains a topic of debate, but, generally, in the case of suspected placenta acreta, premature planned cesarian delivery with hysterectomy is recommended [4]. Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists recommends, if placenta fails to separate after delivery, to leave it in place and to proceed with a hysterectomy or conservative management. So, the placenta is not detached but left in situ, because extraction of the placenta is associated with significant haemorrhage morbidity [5].

All the obstetricians and interventional radiologists should be familiar with the risk factors and modalities of diagnosis for placenta acreta due to its potential risk of an emergency situation in obstetrics that puts women’s life in danger through massive hemorrhage. If there is a suspicion of abnormal
placental invasion, managers of small hospitals or institutions with insufficient blood supply or inappropriate staff availability should consider transferring the patient to a tertiary perinatal care center. Better results have been demonstrated when these patients are delivered in specialized level III centers [6]. The possibility to manage the massive transfusions and the availability of other technical skills (urologists, vascular surgeons) is essential. It is logical that expertise and professional experience are useful when managing difficult and somewhat uncommon problems.

Most placenta accreta are asymptomatic during pregnancy. This is why in a lot of cases diagnosis of placenta accreta, increta and percreta is clinical. After the delivery of the neonate, placenta does not separate spontaneously, and cannot be removed without causing abnormal usually massive obstetrical bleeding [7]. The final diagnosis of placenta accreta is histopathological, that means obtained after hysterectomy. On the histological specimen the absence of the decidual layer will be noticed, so the chorionic villi embedded in the myometrium [8]. The diagnosis of placenta accreta can be also suggested by ultrasound examination.

Patients at risk of placenta accreta should be identified during pregnancy. Prenatal diagnosis of placenta accreta, diminished the transfusion of freshly frozen plasma and cryoprecipitate. It was found that in the patients in whom the diagnosis was established antenatally, the delivery was completed more frequently by planned cesarean surgery [9]. Maternal morbidity is reduced in women with placenta accreta diagnosed antenatally. The antenatal diagnosis has been associated with a lower number of hemorrhages and fewer haematransfusions. This decrease in maternal morbidity for patients with prenatal placental accreta was also reported in other studies [10, 11]. Another advantage of prenatal identification is the possibility to schedule the delivery in a specialized center with a multidisciplinary team and appropriate equipment and resources, including an intensive care unit, an interventional radiology embolization unit, a blood bank capable to manage a massive hemorrhage [12].

In this way the prenatal diagnosis of placenta accreta allows:
- to make an early delivery planning,
- to assess the right delivery time,
- to minimize the hemorrhagic risk,
- to reduce the surgical complications,
- to reduce the hospitalizations in reanimaion units,
- to decrease the maternal morbidity and mortality [13].

Placenta accreta represents a form of pathological placentation characterized by the placental villi being abnormally adherent to the myometrium because of the total or partial absence of Nitabuch membrane. This membrane has a crucial role in the placenta detachment during the third stage of labor [14, 15].

Ultrasound diagnosis of placenta accreta.

The ultrasound examination should be the first-intention investigation and, in most cases, sufcient examination for the diagnosis of placenta accreta [16].

In order to detect the pathological changes, it is necessary to know how a normal placenta is presenting on ultrasound. Normal placental ultrasound:

The normal placenta is presenting like a focal mass, with granular structure. In the first and second trimester, the normal placenta has homogeneous ecogeneity, with some thin septa, surrounded by hypoecic myometrium (Figure 1, 2).

---

**Figure 1** - Transabdominal ultrasound showing the anterior placenta in the first trimester of pregnancy exhibiting the following ultrasonographic signs of normal placenta: inserted in the fundus of uterus, thick retroplacental myometrium, placenta homogenous, no placental lacunae, no placental bands.

---

Placenta is inserted in the fundal part of the uterus. The retroplacental area has a regular appearance and is translucent. Already at 5 – 6 weeks’ gestation, the trophoblastic tissue surrounding the gestational sac appears as an echogenic ring, with an unchanging thickness around the entire sac. The trofoblast, which will develop into the placenta, and the cord insertion site can be seen clearly from 7–8weeks, as can the spiral arteries that have opened in response to implantation. 7–9 weeks of gestation will allow identification of those pregnancies with complete implantation in the uterine istmus [17].
In color Doppler exploration, blood flow distribution is parallel to the retroplacental line. In the third trimester of pregnancy, venous lashes and calcifiers appear, giving to the placenta a heterogeneous appearance (Figure 3) [18].

Figure 2 - Transabdominal ultrasound showing normal placenta in the second trimester of pregnancy: granular homogenous echostructure of placenta is well-demarcated from the adjacent miometrium.

Figure 3 - Anterior placenta in the third trimester of pregnancy: hyperechoic placenta is surrounded by the hypoechoic myometrium, some califications and vascular lacs are seen.

Thus, in the first, second and third trimester of pregnancy, we will examine:
- Placental location
- the appearance and homogeneity of the placenta
- the interface between the bladder and the serous uterus
- the thickness of the retroplacental myometrium
- I. Diagnosis of placental accreta is possible from the first trimester of pregnancy.

Several cases of massive haemorrhage in the first trimester of pregnancy have been reported following dilation and curettage due to incomplete detachment of chorion residues. The morphopathological examination of the placenta and extracted uterus has been shown placenta to be invasive or adherent and the absence of the deciduous membrane between the myometrium and the placenta. It is reasonable to assume that abnormal placentation was present at the time of implantation [19, 21].

In the series described, the most frequently reported risk factor was scares tissue, although some cases were reported in women with no prior surgery [20, 24].

The specific echographic signs for placenta accreta can be used very early in pregnancy, in the - 4-5 weeks of amenorrhea. Specialty literature describes several markers that would be prognostic for the development of placenta accreta. These ultrasounds markers are:

1. Implantation of the gestational sac in the lower segment of the uterus.

Normally, the fetal egg will be implanted in the fundus of the uterus. Comstoc et al. in a series of cases of histologically confirmed placenta accreta retrospectively analyzed ultrasound images taked in the first trimester of pregnancy. Available pictures showed the gestational sac implanted in the uterine istmus [22]. This implantation in the lower uterine segment in adhering morbid placenta must be differentiated from cervical pregnancy, stagnant pregnancy, imminent spontaneous abortion. Terminology in the literature is confusing, occasionally low implantation of the fetal egg is called a cervico-ismical task, although this term implies an increase in placenta in the cervix. Symptomatic catalysis bleeding such as ischemic-cervical pregnancy and pregnancy implanted in caesarean cervix made these two nosologies included in similar groups in the published studies. Surapanani et al. Have investigated cesareusalpingografia cesarean post-operative scars and diagnosed linear defects in 60 percent of invested patients [23].
Unlike cervico-ismical pregnancy and pregnancy with placenta accreta, sarcasm in cesarean scar is the implantation of the fetal egg in this muscle defect.

In the stagnated pregnancy and the imminence of spontaneous abortion will lack the blood flow around the implanted egg [25].

2. The presence of multiple irregular vascular spaces observed in the placental bed;

3. Implantation of the gestational sac on the scar from the caesarean section, either at the internal opening of the cervical canal or at the base of the bladder.

At present only series of cases or isolated cases of placental diagnosis are published in the first trimester of pregnancy, for which reason the sensitivity, specificity, predictive and negative value of this marker remains to be determined. Clearly, however, pregnant women with the gestational sac lowered in the first trimester of pregnancy should be closely monitored ultrasonographically until the third trimester of pregnancy [26].

Alternatively, the current recommendations in case of finding gestational sac in the scar include the injection of methotrexate directly into the gestational sac due to the major risk of developing placenta percreta [27].

Regardless of the imaging modalities, the diagnosis of placenta accreta is subjective, and depends greatly on the operator’s knowledge and experience. For some time, the ultrasound scan was based on gray scale and typical signs such as «placental gaps» and «loss of transplanted retroplacental area,» «placental turbulent flow»[28]. There is no consensus in the definition of ecograft markers. Different signs were described under different names, and in other cases, the same term was used for different findings. With the development of ultrasound techniques, and the possibility of obtaining detailed quality images, ultrasonographic markers for the diagnosis of adherent morbid placenta have been reviewed. Several studies have evaluated the predictive value of these echographic markers. The European Abnormally Invasive Placentia Working Group to enhance diagnostic capabilities and facilitate international collaboration, proposes to use standardized definitions of markers in placenta accreta.

The ecographic markers for the placenta accreta are. 1. Placenta previa 2. Placental lacunae 3. Turbulent placental flow 4. Loss of the retroplacental clear space 5. Reduced myometrial thickness [29, 30].

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists for transvaginal ultrasound with gray scale cites the sensitivity between 77 to 87%, the 96-98% specificity, the predictive negative value 65-93%, and the predictive positive value 98% (Table 1) [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Ultrasound in the diagnosis of placenta accreta [31]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N. of patients</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esakoff et al.</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi et al.</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warshak et al.</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer et al.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kong et al.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou et al.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim et al.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Placenta accreta is an ever-feared obstetric complication characterized by a pathological invasion of placental tissue into the myometrium of the uterus. The forcible removal of the placenta can lead to massive obstetrical hemorrhage. Two main risk factors for placenta accreta are placenta previa and previous uterine surgery. The prenatal diagnosis of placenta accreta before delivery allows multidisciplinary planning and minimize potential maternal or neonatal morbidity and mortality. Grayscale ultrasonography with the use of color Doppler is sufficient to diagnose placenta accreta. The knowledge of the ultrasound markers for placenta is needed for both radiologist and obstetricians-gynecologist.
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